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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to portable audio listening apparatuses, and more specifically, to a portable audio listening apparatus in which a headphone can be connected to a player at any place without wire.

2. Description of the Related Art

Conventionally, portable players, typical of which is a Walkman (a trade name of Sony Corporation), have been widely used to listen to music by connecting them to headphones. Portable players can be put in bags or mounted on human bodies by belts. When headphones are used, the cables thereof may restrict the movement of the user. Recently, musical information can be sent by radio from players to headphones with the use of infrared light. For outdoor use, however, it is not necessarily successful to use infrared-light communication in natural light. It can also be considered that musical information is distributed by radio other than infrared light. The current technologies, however, cannot assure high-sound-quality transfer. Therefore, a technology which allows high-sound-quality transfer by radio even outdoors has been demanded.

Conventionally, there has been known that communication between two independent apparatuses each having an electrode and emitting a weak radio wave which is insufficient in strength for communicating with each other is made possible by enhancing the radio wave through a human body (Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. Hei-7-170215 and US Patent No. 5,914,701). Such a method sufficiently transfers musical information having a quality of super audio CD (SACD).

United States Patent 5551065 discloses an entertainment system with a wireless headphone receiver.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been made in consideration of the foregoing condition. Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to provide an audio listening apparatus which does not cause radio interference and which allows an audio signal to be positively transferred from a player to a headphone even in natural light without wire.

The invention is defined in the claims.

In this structure, the modulated signal output from the first electrode is transferred to the second electrode through a human body and the transferred signal is demodulated to provide music without wire. Since the modulated signal is transferred through a human body, the radio wave itself can be weak. Therefore, the radio wave does not cause radio interference in the vicinity. Even in natural light, music is transferred without noise. Since the modulated signal is transferred through a human body, the radio wave itself can be weak. Therefore, the radio wave does not cause radio interference in the vicinity. Even in natural light, music is transferred without noise.

The electrode of the portable transmission apparatus may be provided for the body of the apparatus. Alternatively, the electrode may be connected to a predetermined wire which is disposed near the body of the user. The former is suited to a case in which the body of the apparatus is mounted at the waist of the user by a belt, and the latter is suited to a case in which the apparatus is put in a bag.

As described above, according the present invention, a wireless, portable audio listening system which does not receive noise even in natural light, which does not cause radio-wave disturbance to other systems, and which does not cause radio interference is provided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a view showing a whole system according to a first embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the circuit structure of a portable audio playback apparatus of the first embodiment.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of a signal processing circuit of a headphone in the first embodiment.
Fig. 4 is a view showing individual authentication in the first embodiment.
Fig. 5 is a view showing a system according to a second embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 6 is a block diagram showing the structure of a signal processing circuit of a headphone in the second embodiment.
Fig. 7 is a view showing a system according to a third embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing the circuit structure of a portable audio recording and playback apparatus in the third embodiment.
Fig. 9 is a view showing individual authentication in the third embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Embodiments of the present invention will be described below.

A first embodiment of the present invention will be described first. In this embodiment, a headphone and a portable audio playback apparatus are used to send a
reproduced audio signal to the headphone with the body of the user being used as a transmission path.

[0014] Fig. 1 shows a headphone 10 and a portable audio playback apparatus 20 in the first embodiment. In the figure, the headphone 10 is formed of a headphone body 11, an electric-circuit unit 12, and ear pads 13. The headphone 10 has the same structure as usual headphones. The ear pads 13 provided for the headphone body 11 are made from an electrically conductive material. The ear pads 13 serve as electrodes and are connected to the electric-circuit unit 12 by wiring (not shown). By this wiring, a signal transferred through the body of the user and the ear pads 13 is sent to the electric-circuit unit 12. The electric-circuit unit 12 accommodates a signal processing circuit 14 (Fig. 3) and a battery (not shown).

[0015] The portable audio playback apparatus 20 is almost the same as a usual portable audio playback apparatus, such as a Walkman (trade name) of Sony Corporation, and has an electrode 21 at its side.

[0016] When the user 100 wears the headphone 10 and the portable audio playback apparatus 20, a transmission path is formed as indicated by a one-dot chain line, and an reproduced output is transferred from the portable audio playback apparatus 20 to the headphone 10. Details of the mechanism of signal transfer through a human body are disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. Hei-7-170215.

[0017] Fig. 2 shows the circuit structure of the portable audio playback apparatus 20 shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, an audio-signal playback section 30 reproduces audio signals (for R channel and for L channel) from a cassette tape, a Mini disk, a compact disk, or a semiconductor memory. These media which store audio signals may be detachable, or secured. Various recording methods can be employed.

[0018] An R-channel reproduced signal is sent to a mixer 34 through a level adjustment circuit 31, a modulator 32, and a band-pass filter 33 for the R channel. The modulator 32 performs modulation, for example, at a modulation frequency of 2.3 MHz. An L-channel reproduced signal is sent to the mixer 34 through a level adjustment circuit 35, a modulator 36, and a band-pass filter 37 for the L channel. The output of the mixer 34 is amplified by an output amplifier 38, and then sent to an output terminal 39. The output terminal 39 is connected directly or indirectly to the electrode 21 of the portable audio playback apparatus 20 shown in Fig. 1.

[0019] Fig. 3 shows the signal processing circuit 14 provided for the electric-circuit unit 12 shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, an input terminal 50 is directly or indirectly connected to the electrically conductive ear pads 13 shown in Fig. 1. A signal output from the portable audio playback apparatus 20 is sent to the ear pads 13 through the body of the user, and then is sent from the ear pads 13 to the signal processing circuit 14 of the electric-circuit unit 12 through predetermined signal lines (not shown). The modulated signal input to the input terminal 50 is amplified by a preamplifier 51, and then is sent to an R-channel demodulator 52 and to an L-channel demodulator 53 and demodulated. The demodulated audio signals are output from amplifiers 54 and 55, and then sent to speakers 56 and 57. The speaker elements 56 and 57 are disposed at the ear pads 13, and connected to the electric-circuit unit 12 through predetermined wiring.

[0020] In the present embodiment, an audio signal reproduced from the portable audio playback apparatus 20 is modulated, transferred through a human body, which serves as a transmission path, demodulated by the signal processing circuit 14 in the headphone 10, and output from the speakers 56 and 57. With this structure, an audio signal is positively listened to without noise even in natural light while the body of the user does not serve as an obstacle.

[0021] The electrode 21 of the portable audio playback apparatus 20 assures a sufficient transfer characteristic with the body of the user even if it does not directly contact the skin of the user. Of course, the transfer characteristic may be improved by using an appropriate material of clothes. Alternatively, some measure may be taken so that the electrode 21 contacts the skin.

[0022] It may be also allowed that the portable audio playback apparatus 20 is connected to a wire and the wire itself or an electrode connected to the open end of the wire contacts the body of the user directly or through clothes. In this case, the portable audio playback apparatus 20 may be slightly apart from the body of the user, such as in a case in which the apparatus 20 is put in a bag.

[0023] In the above embodiment, the ear pads 13 of the headphone 10 serve as electrodes. The electric-circuit unit 12 may be connected to a wire which is directly or indirectly connected to the body of the user. The ear pads may be provided with electrodes.

[0024] As shown in Fig. 4, it is also possible that the electric-circuit unit 12 of the headphones 10 is provided with an authentication-data storage section 58 for storing individual authentication data, and by using it, individual authentication is executed by an authentication section 40 in the portable audio playback apparatus 20. An individual-authentication method may be a method using a simple code number or a method of authenticating a one-time password by a challenge and response. Only when a successful authentication is obtained, the authentication section 40 activates a playback control section 41 to output an audio signal. It is further possible that the portable audio playback apparatus 20 stores individual authentication data and the headphone 10 is provided with an authentication section. In this case, the headphone 10 is provided with a mute circuit such that listening is allowed only when a successful authentication is obtained.

[0025] Instead of the headphone 10, a small earphone may be used. In this case, if the circuit section cannot be placed in the earphone, the circuit section may be formed separately from the ear phone and connected thereto by
A second embodiment of the present invention will be described below. In this embodiment, independent headphones 10R and 10L, one for the right ear and the other for the left ear, are provided. A portable audio playback apparatus 20 has the same structure as that of the first embodiment.

Fig. 5 shows the headphones 10R and 10L of the present embodiment. Each headphone is formed of a headphone body 11, an electric-circuit unit 12, and an ear pad 13. The ear pad 13 is provided with an ear support 15. The headphone 10R is for the R channel, and the headphone 10L is for the L channel. A built-in demodulator 62 (shown in Fig. 6) determines the channel (either the R channel or the L channel). The headphones may be structured such that they can be used for both R and L channels and predetermined change-over switches determine the channels.

Fig. 6 shows the structure of a signal processing circuit 60 of the electric-circuit unit 12 according to the present embodiment. The signal processing circuit 60 is formed of an input terminal 50, a preamplifier 61, a modulator 62, an amplifier 63, and a speaker element 64. This circuit operates in the same way as shown in Fig. 3 except that the circuit performs signal processing for either of the two channels.

Also in this structure, the user always receives a signal output from the portable audio playback apparatus 20 by radio to listen to sound in the same way as described in the first embodiment.

In the present embodiment, two headphones are separately prepared for the right ear and for the left ear. Only one of the two headphones may be used. In this case, a change-over switch may be provided such that one of an R-channel signal, an L-channel signal, and a mixed signal for the R and L channels can be received. To reproduce the mixed signal, a mixer is required. If the original signal is not a stereo signal, the circuit shown in Fig. 6 can be used as is.

A third embodiment of the present invention will be described next. In the present embodiment, musical data can be externally downloaded through the body of the user. A recording function is added to a portable audio playback apparatus 20 in the present embodiment. Hereinafter, the apparatus is called a portable audio recording and playback apparatus 20 for convenience.

Fig. 7 shows the present embodiment as a whole. In Fig. 7, the user wears a headphone 10 and the portable audio recording and playback apparatus 20. The user touches an electrode 201 provided for an external audio-signal transmission apparatus 200 by a hand so that an audio signal sent from the audio-signal transmis-
The present invention is not limited to the embodiments described above, and various modifications thereof are possible. For example, in the above embodiments, the 2.3-MHz frequency band and the 2.8-MHz frequency band are used for the R channel transfer and the L channel transfer, respectively. Since a frequency band of 2 to 30 MHz can be used for the human-body transfer method, when the band is divided, audio signals can be transferred through a vast number of channels. In this case, the 5+1 channel method of Dolby Digital (trade name) is implemented by a wireless headphone. Conventionally, it is very difficult for wireless radio transfer to implement such a method.

Claims

1. A portable audio listening apparatus comprising:
   a portable transmission apparatus (20) and a portable receiving apparatus (10) electrically and mechanically structured as different units, the portable transmission apparatus (20) comprising:
      means (32; 36) for generating a first audio modulated signal modulated in a band in which a signal is transferred by using a human body (100); a first electrode (21) for outputting the generated first audio modulated signal; and
      an authentication section (40) to execute individual authentication;
   the portable receiving apparatus (10) comprising:
      a second electrode (13) for receiving the first audio modulated signal transferred through the first electrode (21) and a human body (100); means (52; 53) for demodulating the first audio modulated signal received by the second electrode (13); means (56; 57) for generating audible sound according to the demodulated signal; and an authentication-data storage section (58) for storing individual authentication data.

2. A portable audio listening apparatus according to Claim 1, wherein the transmission apparatus (20) further comprises playback means (30) for playing back an audio signal to be modulated and control means (41) for controlling the playback means.

3. A portable audio listening apparatus according to one of Claims 1 or 2, wherein the playback means (30) accommodates a detachable recording medium and reproduces an audio signal from the recording medium.

4. A portable audio listening apparatus according to one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein the transmission apparatus (20) further comprises recording means for recording an audio signal in a predetermined form, is adapted to receive by the electrode (21, 39) a second audio modulated signal transferred from another predetermined transmission apparatus (200) by using a human body (100), comprises means (72) to demodulate the received second audio modulated signal, and is adapted to record the second audio modulated signal in a predetermined recording form by using the recording means.

5. A portable audio listening apparatus according to Claim 4, wherein the frequency band of the first audio modulated signal transmitted by the transmission apparatus (20) is made different from that of the second audio modulated signal transmitted by the predetermined another transmission apparatus (200).

Patentansprüche

1. Tragbares Audiogerät, welches Folgendes aufweist:
   ein tragbares Sendegerät (20) und ein tragbares Empfangsgerät (10), die elektrisch und mechanisch als unterschiedliche Einheiten strukturiert sind, wobei das tragbare Sendegerät (20) Folgendes aufweist:
      ein Mittel (32; 36) zum Erzeugen eines ersten modulierten Audiosignals, das in einem Band moduliert ist, in welchem ein Signal mittels eines menschlichen Körpers (100) übertragen wird;
      eine erste Elektrode (21) zum Ausgeben des erzeugten ersten modulierten Audiosignals; und
      einen Authentifizierungsabschnitt (40) zum Ausführen einer individuellen Authentifizierung;
   wobei das tragbare Empfangsgerät (10) Folgendes aufweist:
      eine zweite Elektrode (13) zum Empfangen des ersten modulierten Audiosignals, das durch die erste Elektrode (21) und einen menschlichen Körper (100) übertragen wird; und
      ein Mittel (52; 53) zum Demodulieren
des ersten modulierten Audiosignals, das durch die zweite Elektrode (13) empfangen wird; ein Mittel (56; 57) zum Erzeugen von hörbarem Ton entsprechend dem de-
modulierten Signal; und einen Authentifizierungsdaten-Speicherabschnitt (58) zum Speichern individueller Authentifizierungsdaten.

2. Tragbares Audiogerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Sendegerät (20) ferner ein Wiedergabemittel (30) zum Wiedergeben eines zu modulierenden Audiosignals und ein Steuermittel (41) zum Steuern des Wiedergabemittels aufweist.

3. Tragbares Audiogerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wobei das Wiedergabemittel (30) ein entfernbares Aufzeichnungsmedium aufnimmt und ein Audiosignal von dem Aufzeichnungsmedium reproduziert.

4. Tragbares Audiogerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei das Sendegerät (20) ferner ein Aufzeichnungsmittel zum Aufzeichnen eines Audiosignals in einer vorbestimmten Form aufweist, zum Empfangen, durch die Elektrode (21, 39), eines zweiten modulierten Audiosignals, das von einem anderen vorbestimmten Sendegerät (200) mittels eines menschlichen Körpers (100) übertragen wird, geeignet ist, ein Mittel (72) zum Demodulieren des empfangenen zweiten modulierten Audiosignals aufweist, und zum Aufzeichnen des zweiten modulierten Audiosignals in einer vorbestimmten Aufzeichnungsform mittels des Aufzeichnungsmittels geeignet ist.

5. Tragbares Audiogerät nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Frequenzband des ersten modulierten Audiosignals, das durch das Sendegerät (20) übertragen wird, unterschiedlich zu dem des zweiten modulierten Audiosignals, das durch das vorbestimmte andere Sendegerät (200) übertragen wird, gemacht wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil d’écoute audio portable, comprenant :
un appareil d’émission portable (20) et un appareil de réception portable (10), structurés électriquement et mécaniquement comme des unités différentes, l’appareil d’émission portable (20) comprenant : un deuxième électrode (13) servant à recevoir le premier signal audio modulé transféré par la première électrode (21) et un corps humain (100); des moyens (52 ; 53) pour démuler le premier signal audio modulé reçu par la deuxième électrode (13); des moyens (56 ; 57) pour générer un son audible correspondant au signal démodulé; et une section de stockage de données d’authentification (58) servant à stocjer des données d’authentification individuelles.

2. Appareil d’écoute audio portable selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel l’appareil d’émission portable (20) comprend également un moyen de lecture (30) servant à lire un signal audio à démoduler et un moyen de commande (41) servant à commander le moyen de lecture.

3. Appareil d’écoute audio portable selon l’une des re-
vendications 1 et 2, dans lequel le moyen de lecture (30) loge un support d’enregistrement détachable et reproduit un signal audio provenant du support d’enregistrement.

4. Appareil d’écoute audio portable selon l’une des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel l’appareil d’émission (20) comprend également un moyen d’enregistrement pour enregistrer un signal audio dans une forme prédéterminée, est conçu pour recevoir, au moyen de l’électrode (21, 39) un deuxième signal audio modulé, transféré depuis un autre appareil d’émission (200) prédéterminé par l’utilisation d’un corps humain (100), comprend un moyen (72) pour démoduler le deuxième signal audio modulé reçu, et est conçu pour enregistrer le deuxième signal audio modulé dans une forme d’enregistrement prédéterminée grâce à l’utilisation du moyen d’enregistrement.

5. Appareil d’écoute audio portable selon la revendica-
tion 4, dans lequel la bande de fréquences du pre-
mier signal audio modulé émis par l’appareil d’émission (20) est conçue pour être différente de celle du deuxième signal audio modulé émis par l’autre appareil d’émission (200) prédéterminé.
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